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FOUNDATION LEVEL ENGLISH [Certificate/Diploma Levels]
UNSTRUCTURED GAP-FILL [Pair/Group] EXERCISE – 07
NAME:
LECTURE GROUP:
SCORE:
/20
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Instructions: Please write your answers (either a word or a phrase) in the space left below, you must discuss the answers with your
own group(s) and prepare to tell the Tutor WHY you have chosen that answer ☺

TITLE?__________________________________________________
On 31st August 2022, the inaugural Solar System Games in Neo Kuala Lumpur came
to an end __1__ an explosion of pomp and pageantry.
Thousands of spectators braved the acid rain to __2__ at the Cosmo-Merdeka
Stadium to __3__ the climatic finish to twelve days of competition amongst more than 200
__4__ world-nations, five planets and the United Earth-Moon Autonomous Region.
With the culmination of years of training __5__ sacrifices, each solar-athlete had
gained a personal victory. Some received rewards in physical form like medals, others did
not. __6__, all felt a __7__ of achievement over what they had attained and a resolution to
improve themselves for the next Games, to be held on Mars in 2026.
The President of Malaysia, Tun Dr. Liria Adnan officially __8__ the Games with
these words, “May the cheerfulness and harmony displayed __9__ the Solar System Games
in Neo Kuala Lumpur be __10__ in Mars Metro City, the venue of the next games, with the
same spirit of camaraderie and sportsmanship”.
Soon __11__ that, the lights __12__ switched off and the game flame was slowly
__13__. A __14__ fireworks display then lit the sky amidst photon torpedoes and laser
blasts from hovering space-crafts of the Royal Malaysian Space Marines. You had to be there
to believe your eyes, ‘twas an amazing night indeed for the citizens of the Solar System!
The Games virtual flag was __15__ lowered. After that, the Malaysian Sports
Minister handed it over to the ambassador of Mars, who __16__ it on behalf of the Lady
Mayoress of Mars Metro City.
The first Solar System Games had __17__ on a happy note. __18__ importantly
however, the Games had __19__ that sports will always triumph over the barriers of politics,
language __20__ culture. May the Solar System Games continue to exist for years to come!
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